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Business Cooperation Offers and Requests
Aiming to foster international business activities of Armenian SMEs and find suitable business
partners abroad Enterprise Europe Network Armenia is pleased to present to your attention the
following business cooperation offers.

Manufacturing of food products

Business cooperation offers
Swiss manufacturer is looking for distributors and / or commercial agents in the European market for
range of plant-based, healthy, organic, natural and sustainable food products (bars, proteins,
supplements)
This Swiss plant-based company specialized in the food sector is offering a range of unique organic
and vegan products including supplements, snack bars & protein powder. In order to increase overseas
market presence, the company is looking for experienced distributors / and or commercial agents in
the food sector in Europe.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/1dc82043-17fc-4a84-b3e6-284967ba3019
Code: BOCH20201014001

Kosovar producer of dairy products seeks distributors
A Kosovar company with over 20 years of experience, is specialized in the production of a variety of
dairy products including fresh milk, yogurts, white cheese and curd. In order to expand to foreign
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markets, they are looking for distribution services agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/e84b4a30-0e48-4053-b993-b711e0076d3e
Code: BOXK20200827002
A Romanian organic food producer is looking for distributors
The products of the Romanian organic food company have been very appreciated by the local market
from the very beginning, due to the high quality, special taste and the original recipes. Its branded
soups, cookies and lemonades, as well as organic honey and sea buckthorn raw, tea, oil and juice, or
other plants and seeds oils are ready to be distributed beyond borders. The company could also
conclude franchise agency agreements for its products.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f92f39f8-6249-4d75-b8ec-7601b32fe414
Code: BORO20200714001

Maltese quality foodstuffs producer offering a wide array of products seeks partners under a
distribution services agreement or a commercial agency agreement
A leading Maltese food producer specialising in condiments, dressings, bouillon, thin sauces, cooking
sauces, pulses and jelly is looking to conclude a distribution services agreement or a commercial
agency agreement with suitable partners. Products can be offered in various packaging and the
company is able to supply its own brand or a private label.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/db589231-3adb-43b7-bded-c32e08198572

Code: BOMT20201113001
Portuguese tea producer is looking for agents or distributors
An Azorean tea producer, which is one of the only two producers in Europe, is looking for agents or
distributors to market its product in EU and non-EU countries.
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https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f79b7a53-b279-4e0b-8778-ec2ae20c1554
Code: BOPT20191126001

Business cooperation requests

Romanian importer and distributor of fresh fruits seeks to be distributor
A Romanian company specialized in bulk sale and distribution of fresh and processed fruits (juice and
puree) on the Romanian market wishes to explore new opportunities to import from quality fruit
producers in Europe, in order to enlarge its products portfolio under a distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/22d27e91-acd4-44fe-a28b-2bec987b361e

Code: BRRO20190226002

Manufacturing of textile products
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Business cooperation offers
Romanian manufacturer of handmade silk scarfs seeks international business partners under
distribution agreements
A Romanian company specialises in manufacturing silk scarfs for women. All products are made of
natural silk fabric and hand-painted. The company is interested in expanding its market
internationally by identifying international business partners interested in distributing its products
under distribution agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3f190595-2eba-492e-b821-8791ee6b3932

Code: BORO20190522001

A Moldovan company specialized in shoes production seeks partners to work under a manufacturing
agreement and/or a distribution services agreement.
A Moldovan company specialized in manufacturing men’s, women’s, and children's shoes is interested
in identifying footwear manufacturers to produce custom-made products for them, to work under a
manufacturing agreement and/or distributors of its unique final products to work under a distribution
service agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/00d636ca-4f4b-4a05-baab-9922aa7817e6
Code: BOMD20200930001

Ukrainian sewing enterprise specialized in outer clothing made of technological fabrics is looking for
customers under manufacturing or subcontracting agreements
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Ukraine-based company, specialized in the manufacturing children and adult outerwear from
technological fabrics on modern and efficient technologies is looking for a manufacturing and/or
subcontracting agreement. The company can provide the full service of designing, constructing, fabric
cutting, and sewing for mass production or personal needs of the company. It is open to produce under
client´s private label as well.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/adb5181c-a80b-455e-bbea-3c1d653d7ffa

Code: BOUA20200518004

An Albanian manufacturer is looking for business partners
An Albanian manufacturer of all types of work-wear and other casual clothes like trousers, jackets,
shirts, t-shirts, polo shirts and hoodies is looking for business partners. The company has been
producing its products since 2004. The company would like to reach a wide group of distributors to
promote and sell its products.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/01bbd2fa-be5e-4e81-9037-3b983d92aea0
Code: BOAL20190521001
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Bulgarian manufacturer of women's clothing is interested in distribution service agreements
Bulgarian company specialized in manufacturing and design of ladies' clothes is looking for
international partnerships. The potential new partnerships are preferred to be arranged under
distribution service agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/61062bec-6d0c-4258-b7be-99800dff4148
Code: BOBG20191122001
Russian flax fiber producer is looking for foreign distributors

A Russian company is engaged in the production of various materials from flax. The company's
products are as follows: long and short flax fiber, tow construction, cotonized flax fiber, and comb.
These materials are widely used in fabric manufacturing in construction. The Russian company is
looking for foreign partners from to conclude a distribution services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/85bf769f-02df-4fe6-8dbd-66e1b7918760

Code: BORU20200528002

Business cooperation requests
Polish producer of pet accessories (fabric kennels, beds, bags) is looking for sewing factories interested
in manufacturing its products
A Polish SME from the textile industry specialises in the production of fabric kennels, beds and bags.
It is now looking for sewing factories which will manufacture these pet accessories, strictly according
to designs and specification provided by the company. The cooperation within the framework of
manufacturing agreement will start with monthly orders of 1000 pieces.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ff691304-cb49-4158-87c0-7fc0a781bf7c
Code: BRPL20200318001
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A Dutch e-tailer is looking for collaboration with brands who can supply leather/ leatherette bags and
suitcases for low and middle segment in the frame of commercial agency agreement
A Dutch e-tailer is specialized in selling leather products like bags and shoes. For their webshop, the
company is looking for new fashionable brands of leathers/ leatherette travel bags and suitcases for the
low and middle segment. They are looking for brands based in Europe. A commercial agency
agreement may be provided.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/e1821e8a-e69a-4ef7-a347-74903d5e00f7

Code: BRNL20200229001

Construction

Business cooperation offers

Italian company which has developed innovative and eco-friendly technologies for the construction of
light bases and self levelling cement screeds is looking for partners under license agreements
An Italian company, located in Northern Italy, with 20 years of experience, is specialized in
manufacturing innovative light bases and self-levelling cement screeds with high quality thermal and
sound insulation. These products are made by using recycled polymeric additives. They are looking for
partners to open up to new markets under license agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/50b0e64d-da18-4563-a4f9-5c8884ecf88b
Code: BOLT20201111001
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Historic car parts and decorative metal parts for furniture and buildings offered by a company from Poland
- commercial agency agreement sought
A company from Poland is offering historic car parts and decorative metal parts for furniture and buildings
manufactured using state-of-the-art CNC machining technologies. Commercial agency agreement will be
preferred.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/d4af8965-de40-4734-9f3e-67392f8bfe4e

Code: BOPL20201029001
A Polish company specialized in production of metal and plastic parts is offering subcontracting and
manufacturing services
A Polish industrial producer of metal and plastic parts of different sizes that is using CNC machines in a
production process (turning, drilling, milling etc.) is offering subcontracting and manufacturing services to
foreign companies, mainly from construction and production sectors. The company is able to work with
workpieces weighing over 1000 kg.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/8fb1e3b2-46e5-4c3f-8200-962ee95341a7

Code: BOPL20200521001
Spanish high precision machining and components assembly company seeks subcontracting agreements
A Spanish company is specialized in medium and long batches, high precision machining parts and
components assembly for sectors such as automotive, industrial vehicle, agriculture and construction
machinery, railway, elevator industry, etc. They are offering their expertise under a subcontracting
agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b68d3fb8-c990-4fee-9e2e-c965b9359565
Code: BOES20201111001
Ukrainian manufacturing company of decorative stones is looking for distributors and commercial agents.
Ukrainian manufacturing company is specialized in production of wide range of decorative textured stone
with patented seamless mounting techniques. The company is interested to find long-term partnership to
work with under distribution services agreements and/or commercial agency agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/f9181e30-bb88-4ec7-8af9-715cf5faea48
Code: BOUA20200724001

Business cooperation requests
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A Spanish SME, specialized in the field of building and urban nature based solutions, is looking for
sustainable materials for waterproof boards, alternative to PVC, to be implemented in its vertical garden
systems
A Spanish SME specialized in the sustainability field has designed a series of vertical garden systems. The
company is looking for a sustainable and waterproof board alternative to the standard PVC panels they
are nowadays applying in their systems. The company is searching for an international construction
materials manufacturer or distributor able to provide an alternative board under a supplier agreement.

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/84c41444-122d-4a10-859d-25431481c42f
Code: BRES20201022001
Polish intermediary services company is looking for manufacturers and distributors of building materials
and industrial products interested in entering Polish market under distribution services agreement and
commercial agency agreement.
A Polish company, with experience in providing the services of an agent and representative for different
market sectors, is offering trade intermediary services via a commercial agency or distribution services
type of agreement to foreign companies interested in entering the Polish market.

https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/65a63fdf-5e33-47aa-986f-e5ac14bb45f0
Code: BRPL20200901001

R&D

Slovenian partners are searching for a consortium for the Horizon 2020 Green Deal topic: Building
and renovating in an energy and resource efficient way
Two Slovenian research institutes and a large Slovenian company are searching for integration into a
consortium for the call Horizon 2020 Green Deal (LC-GD-4-1-2020). The aim of the project is to
develop a new process for expanded polystyrene production with improved reaction to fire properties
and enabling recycling of waste expanded polystyrene from construction and packaging. Companies
and research institutions with expertise in expanded polystyrene are sought.
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https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/73d3462b-555c-4e18-bb53-324eb2e12b04
Code: RDSI20201124001

Information Technologies

Business cooperation offers
A Polish IT company offering project, data and task management system for labs and production
companies is looking for commercial agents
A Polish company has created an IT platform dedicated to project and task management for
laboratories and production companies, enabling full control over workflow processes. The company is
looking for license and commercial agency agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/4103c4a1-f2e3-434f-b70d-90c641f1202a
Code: BOPL20201027002

French ICT company developing a software for maintenance organisations seeks commercial agents in
the aeronautics sector
The French ICT company was founded in 2008 and is specializing in traceability tools to manage
maintenance tasks in the aeronautics branch. The sofware is dedicated to maintenance organisations
and airlines for all kind of aircrafts, from privare jets to large commercial planes. The French SME has
the necessary certifications to offer its software on the European market and wants to expand its sales
network via commercial agents.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/54bf6e40-6710-4789-8ef1-38c7eafbc25c
Code: BOFR20201028001
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Business cooperation requests
A young Polish company specialized in software architecture and creating IT programs on request,
would like to represent foreign IT companies on the Polish market under commercial agency
agreement
This Polish IT company creates custom programs, both web and mobile applications, for banking,
insurance, health sector and for many other industries, where it is required to improve the work of
companies in the field of human resource management, finance or customer relations. Considering the
scope of services provided, completed projects and knowledge of the local IT market, the company
would like to represent another IT company on the Polish market under commercial agency
agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/a3ba449c-9f84-4c57-be75-3d6085ce3319
Code: BRPL20201030001

Cosmetics

Business cooperation offers
A Macedonian producer of raw and organic cosmetic is looking for distributors or commercial agents
A Macedonian company is specialised in the production of raw cosmetic products including edible face
and body creams, scrubs, serums, cleansers, soaps, body butters and shampoos. All products are with 3year shelf life without any preservatives added, prepared without heating and containing more minerals
and vitamins compared to the other natural cosmetic products. The company is looking for trade
intermediaries under the terms of distribution services or commercial services agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/27bacb01-0fef-499c-9fb7-3e2ab32cc7a5
Code: BOMK20190618002
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Bulgarian bio and organic cosmetics producer is looking for distribution service agreements
A Bulgarian dynamically growing company from the heart of the Rose Valley is operating in the field of
production of natural cosmetic products. The company seeks potential partnerships under distribution
service agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/09b4aeea-93c2-4c51-b98a-1d0dcfe435ae
Code: BOBG20190902001

Healthcare

Business cooperation offers
COVID-19: Polish manufacturer of personal protective equipment (FFP1, FFP2, FFP3 filtering half
masks) seeks distributors
A Polish company specializing in the production of FFP1, FFP2 and FFP3 protective face masks, is
looking for new distributors in Europe. The products have all needed EU certificates including EN149
and Directive 93/92 EEC.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/51d0dcd6-d45a-4764-bb06-68d9ef22878d
Code: BOPL20201102002

A Maltese-based company that has developed a neurological tool to measure mental function and early
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dementia detection is looking for a commercial agency or distribution services agreement.
A Maltese team of brain enthusiasts with backgrounds in cognitive science, neuroscience, and clinical
work have developed an easy to use and mobile EEG-based (electroencephalogram) method of early
dementia diagnosis. This SME is looking for a commercial agency or a distribution services agreement
with partners active in the dementia-care market or the medical field.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/08cc2c51-9982-4999-bbd5-84bffb3add09
Code: BOMT20201015001

Business cooperation requests
German medical technology company is looking for highly innovative medical technology devices
under a distribution services agreement
A German medical devices distribution company is looking for new medical technology products in
the field of in-vitro diagnostics, point-of-care diagnostics and related fields to be distributed by them
in Germany under a distribution services agreement. Their clients are German hospitals and clinics.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/ed135106-2ec2-4cf0-b5d9-7310a80a7f3a
Code: BOMT20201015001

Other sectors

Business cooperation offers
Malta University spin-out R&D entity offers solid-state analytical services and expert specialised
training for industrial clients particularly from the pharmaceutical/ pigment sector under an
outsourcing agreement
A Maltese-based university spin-out R&D entity with expertise in solid-state and structural analytics
is offering a range of qualitative and quantitative services including crystal structure determination,
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polymorph/co-crystal screening, X-ray tomography. They offer online/in-house tailored courses
including courses in solid-state science and/or crystallography, X-ray diffraction, and advanced
training for experienced users. An outsourcing agreement is sought.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/76c64bbb-1459-48d8-8dda-2c080ad681be
Code: BOMT20201026001
Russian company offers a personal emergency high-rise escape and rescue solution within a license
agreement
The Russian company developed a patented rescue parachuting system, based on an autonomous
pneumatic system for secure emergency self-escape and rescue of the untrained person from high
elevation structures. Partners are sought under a license agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/cb42df81-fdf2-48ea-970e-2061058d155b
Code: BORU20201022001
A Kosovar company, specialized in furniture manufacturing, is looking for commercial agency,
manufacturing or distribution agreement
A Kosovar manufacturing company, designing and producing standard and custom - made furniture,
is looking for commercial partners to represent and assist in new market entry in Europe. The partner
will work under a commercial agency, manufacturing or distribution agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/0da4fb9a-428d-47ed-a3aa-77cf54a18973
Code: BOXK20201110003

A Kosovar producer of big bean chairs is looking for commercial agents
The Kosovar company is specialized in producing various kinds of bean bags as bean bag sofas, bean
bag chairs, bean bag cushions, etc. The company is looking for foreign partners offering commercial
agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/47697238-5ca4-4b79-83bf-d3e1088581d5
Code: BOXK20201109003
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A Moldavian company manufacturer of different types of handicraft goods is looking for partners
and/or distributors to work under a manufacturing agreement and/or distribution services agreement.
Craftsmen's Association mastering more than 40 directions of crafts with the emphasis on ecofriendliness and recyclability is looking for new partners to work under a distribution services
agreement. As well, the association is opened to produce based on customer requirements under a
manufacturing agreement. Members of the association are craftsmen who create goods in different
techniques such as weaving, felting, carving, forging, pottery, embroidery, etc.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/95a4e472-cec1-480f-a13b-1a2b17c9dfa5
Code: BOMD20201106002
Slovenian manufacturer of luxury office desks seeks commercial agents
A Slovenian micro company, specialized manufacturer of luxury furniture, has developed a new
series of office desks in the higher price range, which are distinguished by a quality mix of materials
and striking design. Tables are designed for successful directors, entrepreneurs and managers. The
company offers the production of unique personalized tables on the basis of a manufacturing
agreement or through specialized retailers of stylish furniture via commercial agency agreement.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/262144a5-afee-4cc0-b741-5adad459975e
Code: BOSI20201116001
An Ukrainian manufacturer of LED screens and modules is looking for partners under distribution
service agreement, commercial agency and manufacturing agreements
The company was established in 2008 in Kyiv and now it has modern factories in Ukraine and
Poland. It specializes in the manufacturing of innovative LED screens and modules and also in
integrated solutions for the production, installation and maintenance of LED displays, as well as other
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LED products. The company offers both individual components and finished products. It is looking
for distributors, commercial agents around the world and offers to produce its products under
individual order.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/c42cd188-4b8d-43c2-962f-41f65269cdc9
Code: BOUA20200226002
Czech manufacturer of quality female hygiene products seeks distributors
A Czech manufacturing company which develops and produces feminine hygiene products, has a
portfolio which includes normal sanitary napkins, ultra-thin sanitary napkins, panty liners, lady
tampons, products for light incontinence and unique products such as sanitary napkins with probiotic
culture (as pro-biotic napkins) and with active molecular oxygen (as antiseptic napkins). They are
looking for distributors around the world and are also interested in manufacturing agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/3023ab9b-a3e4-4e70-ad6a-5a1c773372d1
Code: BOCZ20190610001

Business cooperation requests
Romanian distributor of woodworking equipment is looking for cooperation partners under a
distribution services agreement
A Romanian company specialized in distribution and import of woodworking equipment is looking
for producers and suppliers. The company is looking to establish long-term partnerships under
distribution services agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b59118af-5b57-41c8-9b55-22959a985833
Code: BRRO20200326003
A French SME searching thermoplastic composite tapes manufacturers under a supplier agreement
A French SME, specialised in the manufacturing of composite pipes, is designing a new process by
filament winding, allowing to produce pipes continuously (without interruption in the production
process) directly at the installation site. For the design of this new technology, the company is
looking for a manufacturer of custom thermoplastic composite tapes, under a supplier agreement.
There are no specific countries targeted.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/564edfe3-f7f4-4c75-bafc-250d4dab4460
Code: BRFR20201023001
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Technology Cooperation Offers and Requests

Technology cooperation offers
Spanish SME offers it expertise and know-how in forest management and mycological resources for
bio-based solutions with agro-food and industrial applications under research cooperation agreements.
Spanish SME focused on applying mycological resources to agro-food and environmental sectors looks
for consortia to participate within Green Deal (LC-GD-6, 7, 8) or other relevant European programmes.
Its expertise allows them to identify, cultivate and produce fungi species to develop bio-based solutions,
carbon footprint calculation and soil biodiversity monitoring. The company has a wide experience in
European projects. Research cooperation agreements are sought.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/7b3d8e74-4212-4de0-9306-048ee8bd60db
Code: TOES20201029001
3D atomic force microscopy: New cantilevers for improved 3D sensitivity looking for licensees
A German research institute active in metrology has developed new cantilevers to improve the atomic
force microscopy (AFM) measurements of three-dimensional structures. The system overcomes the
problem of state of the art equipment during measurements of surfaces with different gradients - here
commercially available cantilevers start to slide which leads to uncertainties. The research institute is
searching for licensees and partners for research cooperation agreements.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/9a4708f6-da28-4b47-8af6-03f271bb8349
Code: TODE20201016001

Technology cooperation requests
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A Dutch fruit company is searching for technologies to develop a new type of mini labels
The Dutch company is a large fruit trading company which sells mainly (un)packaged apples and pears
to large supermarket chains in the Netherlands and abroad. The present plastic fruit label is harmful to
the environment and the label is no longer accepted by the customers. The SME is looking for
alternatives. The SME is willing to offer a technical corporation agreement or a commercial agreement
with technical assistance. This profile refers to a challenge on an open innovation platform.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/b3f2ab53-572c-4ee6-85b6-0554422b6e22
Code: TRNL20200928001

A Greek organization is looking for AI/ Machine learning technology for business opportunities
matchmaking
A Greek institute is looking for IT companies to develop a machine learning mechanism, a platform
that allows an intelligent matchmaking of businesses and funding opportunities. The type of
partnership considered will be services agreement with technical assistance.
https://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/PRO/Profile/Detail/9a2d5616-f9bb-46d1-9927-0bfe4536ac35
Code: TRGR20201027001
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European News and Events
Variety of events are organizing within the framework of Enterprise-Europe Network,
which will create opportunities for entrepreneurs to meet potential business partners and
to learn all they need to know to expand their business in Europe.
Below are presented events that will be organized during January 2021.

January

21/01/2021

BRNO INDUSTRY 4.0 matchmaking conference -B2B
Brno (Czechia)

This Matchmaking Conference is a specialized event focused on the topic of
smart manufacturing.
What can you expect?
- professional lectures of experts from leading technology companies
- presentations of solutions for industrial automation and digitization
- workshops
- opportunity to meet new partners, clients and investors
https://brno-industry-40-2020.b2match.io/

27/01/2021

Health Tech Hub (HTH) Styria - Pitch & Partner 2020
Graz (Austria)

The goal of this event is to build a strong network encompassing all relevant
players in technology transfer, academia/industry collaborations as well as earlystage innovations and to foster a European marketplace for pre-seed and seed
investments in the health tech and life sciences field.
https://www.hth-styria.com/
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For getting more information on mentioned above events, please contact Enterprise Network
Armenia.

Note: If you are looking for a business partner abroad or a new market and
wish to be included in the network database, please contact us for getting
cooperation profile forms or any other relevant information.

Dear entrepreneur,
Register at
http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/ExpressionOfInterest/Customer/Create?sh
id=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799 and receive free email alerts
containing newly published profiles and events.

All provided services and information are free of charge.
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The information and views set out in this Newsletter are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of
EASME,

the

European

Commission

or

other

European

Institutions. EASME does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this Newsletter. Neither EASME, nor the Commission
or any person acting on their behalf may be held responsible for
the use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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